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THE

STRUGGLES OF A BOOK,

ON the 1st of January, 1833, I commenced the publi-

cation of THE PENNY CYCLOPEDIA, in Numbers and

Monthly Parts.

This work was entirely 'original. It was projected

by myself, and published under the Superintendence of

the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
But the entire cost and risk were borne by me. The
total cost for Literature and Engravings was 42,000^.

The Penny Cyclopaedia and its Supplement were

completed in 1846. The two works contain 15,764

pages ;
and the quantity of Paper required to produce

a single copy is 2 Reams, each weighing 35 Ibs. At
the period of its completion, the entire quantity ofPaper
consumed in the work was FIFTY THOUSAND REAMS, the

total weight of which amounted to ONE MILLION, SEVEN

HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND POUNDS. Of this Weight

20,000 Reams, or 700,000 Ibs., paid the Excise Duty
of Threepence per lb., amounting to 8750/. ; and the

remaining 30,000 Reams paid the reduced Duty of

Three-halfpence per lb. (commencing in 1837) upon

1,050,000 Ibs., amounting to 65621. The total Duty
paid up to the completion of the Cyclopaedia, in 1846,

was 15,3 12. Since that period 2000 Reams of Paper
have been used in reprinting, to correct the inequalities

of the Stock, making an addition of 70,000 Ibs., excised

at 4371. But further, the Wrappers for the Monthly
Parts have used 1500 Reams of Paper, taxed at 500,
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and the Milled Boards employed in binding the Volumes

have been also taxed about 300/. THE TOTAL PAYMENT

TO THE EXCISE BY THE PENNY CYCLOPAEDIA HAS BEEN

SIXTEEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED
POUNDS.

I propose to show,

1. That this excessive burthen upon the great

work to which I have devoted seventeen years

of toil and anxiety, has been the primary cause

that the enterprise has not yet been remu-

nerative.

2. That the continuance of the Paper Duty,
at the present rate of Three-halfpence per lb.,

prevents me undertaking the publication of a

new and improved edition, upon its first plan of

a continuous alphabetical arrangement ; and

that the probability therefore is that the Penny

Cyclopaedia will never be reprinted, unless the

Paper Duty be abolished.

1. The positive burthen of Sixteen thousand five hun-

dred Pounds imposed by the State upon the publication

of one book, is far from representing the difficulty and

loss which that payment has entailed upon the under-

taking.

It is well known that the amount of a duty upon raw

material by no means represents the amount of the

charge which it entails upon the manufacturer. Mr.

MacCulloch and Mr. Porter rightly state that the price

for a ream of one particular sort of printing paper, was

in 1831, twenty-four shillings, in 1843, fifteen shil-

lings and sixpence. From 1833 to 1837, the price of

a Ream of Penny Cyclopaedia Paper was thirty-three

shillings; from 1838 to 1846, it was twenty-four

shillings. The difference in price was nine shillings

per ream ; the amount of reduced duty was four shil-
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lings and fourpence halfpenny. The paper-makers and

the stationers doubled the tax. But even at the re-

duced rate it has been satisfactorily shown by my
fellow-labourers, the Messrs. Chambers, that the Duty

enters one-third into price. Unquestionably, if the

Duty were now removed, I could buy a Ream of similar

paper for seventeen shillings. The tax, preventing

competition, and giving undue advantages to capitalists,

had the effect of making me pay for my Paper, from

1833 to 1837, sixteen shillings a Ream more than the

price of untaxed Paper would be, or Sixteen thousand

Pounds upon 20,000 Reams; and from 1838 to 1846,

seven shillings per Ream more than I should otherwise

have paid, which upon 30,000 Reams amounts to Ten

thousand five hundred Pounds. The tax therefore

operated as a burthen upon my publication to the extent

of TWENTY-SIX THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS, during

its long and difficult progress to completion. The

paper since used for Reprints, and the paper for Wrap-

pers has been raised in price 2500Z. by the same

process.

The Struggles of one Book against excessive Taxation

are, up to this point, to be measured by a burthen of

TWENTY-NINE THOUSAND POUNDS.

But I have not yet done. The tax has been working

against the Penny Cyclopedia for seventeen years,

in the chronic form of interest and compound interest.

It was very long before the periodical
sale settled

into a regular quantity. The work became too ex-

tensive for the great bulk of purchasers. For the first

few months of the publication the sale was doublewhat

it was at the end of the first year. The sale of the

first year doubled that of the fourth year. The sale of

the fourth year doubled that of the eighth year, and

then it found its level and became steady to the end,

reduced from 55,000 at the commencement, to 20,000
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at the conclusion. Every publisher of a periodical

work knows the accumulation of Stock that must in-

evitably take place with a falling demand. There

never was a period after the third year at which I had

less than Five thousand Reams of the Penny Cyclo-

paedia in my Warehouse ; upon which Duty had been

paid, for some portion at the high duty, and for some

at the low, averaging 1500?. In 1841 there were in

my Warehouse 1200 Reams upon which the high duty,

expiring in 1837, had been paid. I consider the accu-

mulating interest in this investment, in actually paid

Duty, upon dead Stock, to have amounted in the seven-

teen years during which I have been labouring to sell

that Stock, to 1500?., and in the interest upon the extra

price charged by the paper-manufacturer upon the Duty,
to 3000?.

And here, then, will the usual conclusion arise, that

the Publisher has not borne this load of Thirty-two

thousand Pounds imposed by the State upon the

Penny Cyclopedia, but the purchasers of the Penny

Cyclopedia. My answer is very direct. Had that

sum of 32,000?. been actually saved to me, I should

not have been a pound richer by the publication of the

Penny Cyclopaedia. The outlay was so great, that it

could never pay its expenses under a sale of 36,000

copies with the high duty. In the first five years that

average number was printed ; but the accumulation of

Stock locked up 10,000?. Under the low duty it paid

its expenses at 30,000 copies. The actual average sale

during the nine years of that duty was 20,000. It

would have required that there should have been no

Paper Duty at all to have paid its expenses on a sale of

20,000. Had the Duty not been reduced by one-half

at the end of 1836, I could not by any possibility have

carried on the work. As it was, I struggled to the

end.
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2. The reduced Paper Duty, as I have undertaken

to show, prevents
me making the best use of the va-

luable Copyright which remains to me, now that the

accumulated Stock is in great part exhausted.

I was advised to propose a Subscription for an en-

tirely new Edition. The highest Personage in the realm

accorded me Her support, and so did Her admirable

Consort, who is doing for Science and Industry what is

worth far more than any money value. Some of the

most eminent in the walks of intellect also came for-

ward to aid me. Of the support of the Members of the

Legislature which taxed me during fourteen years, I

have not much to boast. I have given up the design.

Upon a sale that would have merely returned my new

outlay, the Paper Duty would have burthened the

work to the extent of 3000Z. Its abandonment would

have lightened my risk to the extent of making the

work yield me as high a profit
from 3000 subscribers,

as from 4000 subscribers with the Duty continued. With

this encouragement I should have gone on.

There is a steady demand for the existing edition of

The Penny Cyclopaedia,
to the extent of 250 Sets

annually. The Paper Duty prevents
me meeting this

demand with any moderate commercial profit.
The

technical explanation is not difiicult to be understood:

If I print 250 Copies only I use 500 Beams of Paper,

of which the Duty is 4s. 6d. each, and the necessary

increase of manufacturer's price 2s. 6d, making a charge,

arising out of the Duty, of 7s. per Ream, or 175/. upon

250 Copies. But in printing only
250 Copies I have to

pay for the Presswork, as high as 15s. per Ream;

whereas if I printed 500, I should only pay 10s. As

the number of a book first printed increases, the cost

of Presswork, or Machine-work, diminishes ; and for this

reason a tax upon the raw material of a book, Paper,

increasing the risk of printing a large impression, com-
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pels a smaller impression, at a higher cost. But if there

were no Paper Duty, I should print 500 Copies, by
which I should save 350/. in the price of Paper, and

250/. in the price of Presswork; making a saving of

6001. This outlay of 600/. is imposed upon me abso-

lutely by the existence of the Paper Duty ;
and that fact

will possibly compel me to give up reprinting a Book

which has done more for the advancement of sound

knowledge and general education in these kingdoms,

than any work ever produced in any country. That

6001. saved would afford me an income which would

allow me to invest capital in such a Reprint. Printing

only 250 Copies at the present price of Paper, a set of

this book would cost me 10001. My net profit upon
that outlay would not be 10 per cent.

And with all this danger and difficulty with "
this

lion in my path
"

I am not yet beaten. I have my
valuable copyright of The Penny Cyclopaedia remain-

ing to me ;
and I have passed many an anxious hour in

seeing how I can best turn it to account. I am about

to publish a Series of separate Cyclopaedias, with large

improvements, and I begin with a '

Cyclopaedia of

British Geography,' and a 'Cyclopaedia of Arts and

Industry.' Let me show the exact track which " the

lion in my path
"
drives me to seek ;

and then some of

those legislators who find that a fashionable novel, sold

at a guinea and a half, pays about fourpenee Paper

Duty, and thence conclude that it is the lightest of

taxes, and by all means should be preserved especi-

ally as books, as they hold, are not necessaries of life-

some of those who
" Hate not learning worse than toad or asp,"

may know what it is to maintain a tax upon knowledge,

struggling to preserve its high rank and its useful ex-

tension amidst the widest competition of cheapness.

Upon these Cyclopaedias, estimated to contain about
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3000 pages,
I shall expend 1500?. upon new editorial

labour. I shall further expend about WOOL upon new

plates and maps. The printer's charge for setting up

the types will be 800?. ;
and the cost of stereotyping

will be 5001 Add for advertising 200?. ;
and I have

thus to expend 4000?. as a first outlay, whether I sell

500 copies or 5000. At the present
cost of paper, 30(

copies (the least number I could print with advantage)

will amount to 1500?.; the Presswork will cost 500?.:

total 6000?. The 3000 copies, produced upon this

scale, will exactly cover my outlay, without a shilling

profit.
But let us see how the account would stand

with the price
of paper reduced one-third by the abo-

lition of the duty. My course would then be to print

4000 copies,
and not Stereotype, which process

is

chiefly employed to save the outlay of capital
in taxed

paper.
The first outlay is therefore 3500?. ;

the Paper

for 4000 Copies, at the lower untaxed price,
would cost

me 1333?.; the Presswork 600?. (reduced per ream on

account of the larger number). I produce, therefore,

4000 copies for 5433?., instead of 3000 copies for

6000?. I expend less by 567?., and I have 1000 copies

left to sell for my profit.
I could sell 4000 copies,

under these circumstances, more easily than 3000 as I

now stand, for I could afford to advertise more freely,

and to offer higher inducements to retailers. This is

something different from a fourpenny tax upon a fashion-

able novel.

But the fatal enemy to the diffusion of knowledge stil

follows the unfortunate Penny Cyclopaedia into every

stage of its existence. I publish
an abridgment of that

work, undergoing the most careful revision : it will be

completed this year,
in 12 Octavo Volumes ;

sold at Four

Shillings a Volume, sewed. The union of cheapness

with excellence can be carried no further. I sell 15,000

copies of this book, and that number yields me only a
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small profit ; for the new literary expenditure involves

an outlay of 4000/. It does not yet return me any profit

as a set-off to the loss of 32,0001. which the taxation of

its parent Cyclopaedia involved. If there had been no

Paper Duty, I should have saved 3000/. in the outlay.

But the public approbation has stamped the book with

undoubted success. If I sell 1000 sets annually, which I

expect to sell, I shall receive 1^ per cent, from this work,
as interest upon my investment of 32,000^. imposed by
the State upon the Penny Cyclopaedia. Would it not

be considerate in the State towards one who has worked

hard to promote what Statesmen affect to say is the true

safety and the most profitable possession of a great people

Knowledge; would it not be grateful to remit the

Paper Duty, and make this 1^ per cent, one per cent,

more ?

Upon a tolerably accurate calculation I have, from

my own unaided resources, expended during the last

twenty years Eighty thousand Pounds upon Copyright
and Editorial Labour. During the same period I have

paid Fifty thousand Pounds Paper-Duty, which sum has

become a double charge to me by the inevitable opera-

tion of a tax upon raw material. May I venture to ask

what, during these twenty years, the Government has

done for the encouragement of Learning and Litera-

ture, equal to the Sum which it has exacted from

me in the shape of a Tax upon Knowledge ? Has it,

beyond a few paltry pensions wrung from it by neces-

sities in many cases which were a public scandal, done

anything to reward Men of Letters to give them a

social position commensurate with their influence to

make the abstracted lay-student look for some higher

work than earning his daily bread by ungenial toils ?

Does it bestow offices of trust and emolument upon
those whose eminence as writers is connected, as real

talent almost invariably is, with business ability ? Has
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it founded any Public Libraries for the industrious

Classes in the metropolis or in large towns ? Has

it Lending Libraries in any one of the twelve thousand

Parishes of England, that might assist in removing
some of the lamentable ignorance that clings to the

rural population especially ? Does it expend a quarter

per cent, of the Paper Duty upon providing Books

for the Navy, the Army, and other public servants ?

If these inquiries could be answered satisfactorily, I

should have had some reluctance in thus coming for-

ward to argue a great public question upon personal

grounds, and from my own bitter experience. If the

Government would devote the Duty upon Printing

Paper, about half a million, to any large purposes of

Education, I would breathe no word of complaint.
As it is, I put this solitary case before the general

public, in the perfect confidence that all thinking men
will see that this Tax upon Paper is a grievous burthen

upon all endeavours to diffuse information at that cheap
rate which is produced honestly and usefully by the

co-operation of large numbers in the purchase of a

valuable book; and with the conviction, to which I

have reluctantly arrived, that no large work, such as

the Penny Cyclopaedia, can ever again be undertaken in

this country whilst such a Tax exists. It will remain

for the publishers of France, and Germany, and Ame-

rica, to pay large sums for the authorship of solid books

of extensive circulation. England, the civilizer Eng-

land, whose prerogative it is
" to teach the nations

how to live," is the only country in the world that puts
a Tax upon those productions of the mind which are

the pioneers of all national greatness.

There is yet one point, upon which I am desirous to

say a few words, which appears to me a stronger argu-

ment for the repeal of the Paper Duties, than even the

consideration of its discouragement to the production
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of solid and voluminous works adapted for popular

enlightenment. I hold that the existence of this Duty

operates as a bounty upon the production of the myriads

of low and corrupting weekly sheets which the press of

London now pours, in turbid streams, throughout the

land. My belief may appear paradoxical ;
for it may

be asked, if the Duty does not affect these publications

as well as those of a higher and better character ? The

question is not to be determined by an abstract consi-

deration of its mere fiscal elements. I begin by asserting

that at the present time the number of such publications

is greater than at any former period, and that their ag-

gregate circulation is far more extensive. The Paper

Duty is no discouragement to them. In 1846, in the

last Number of the Penny Magazine, I wrote these

words :
" The Editor most earnestly wishes success to

those who are keeping on their course with honesty

and ability.
* * * He rejoices

that there are

many in the field, and some who have come at the

eleventh hour, who deserve the wages of zealous and

faithful labourers. But there are others who are car-

rying out the principle
of cheap weekly sheets to the

disgrace of the system, and who appear to have got

some considerable hold upon the less informed of the

working people, and especially upon the young. There

are manufactories in London whence hundreds of reams

of vile paper and printing issue weekly ; where large

bodies of children are employed to arrange types, at

the wages of shirt-makers, from copy furnished by

the most ignorant, at the wages of
scavengers."^

added,
" The detrimental exercise of the

Printing-^

press is only to be met by its wholesome employment"

The editor of The Penny Magazine retired from

competition with a cheapness which had become dis-

gusting. He retired when he was selling twenty-five

thousand copies of that weekly sheet. The Paper Duty
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compelled him to retire. It operated as a burthen

upon this little work to the extent of six hundred a-year.

The pillagers of copyright books, the translators of vile

French novels, the manufacturers of brutal fictions,

might have paid as much tax as himself. But they did not

pay a thousand a-year for original contributions. They

paid their army ofcompilers "at the wages of scavengers."

Had the Paper Duty not existed, there would have

been a reserved capital, out of which the best literary

labour I could procure would have been continued to

be remunerated by me. This is the real destroying

effect of the burthen which the Tax imposes upon the

production of an able, honest, and useful Weekly Sheet,

entering into a competition of cheapness with ignorant,

unprincipled, and noxious Weekly Sheets, produced at

the lowest cost. I rejoice more than I can express that

Mr. Dickens is about to cultivate a field which Defoe

and Fielding would assuredly have cultivated had their

genius, like his, been cast upon this age of millions of

readers. He is about to enter upon the conduct of
" A New Weekly Miscellany of General Literature ;

designed for the entertainment and instruction of all

classes of readers, and to help in the Discussion of the

most important Social Questions of the Time." He
will do his work righteously; there will be no line

which, living or dying,
" he would wish to blot." But

what enemy stands in the way of his triumphant success ?

The Government. We may not have to grieve that

" A falcon towering in his pride of place,

Was by a mousing owl hawk'd at and kill'd ;"

but we may unhappily see that the highest talent is

cheated of its proper earnings, by the short-sighted

diversion of the funds for the support of such skilled

labour to the demands of the State. The cheapness

associated with that literary excellence which, to have

a permanent influence, must win and hold its deserved

reward, is overweighted by taxation, in a contest with
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the cheapness associated with ignorance and grossness,

receiving also their proper wages. The Government
wills that Pharaoh's kine,

"
very ill-favoured and lean-

fleshed, such as I never saw in all the land of Egypt
for badness," shall "eat up the well-favoured and fat kine."

Nothing would delight me so much - nothing
would be to me a more honourable ambition than at

this crisis of cheap literature to produce the highest
and the cheapest Weekly Sheet, fit for a nation " of a

quick, inquiring, and piercing spirit;" a Periodical

that should annihilate, by its overpowering circulation,

the disgraceful things of the day, as "The Penny
Magazine" and " Chambers' Journal

"
in 1832 anni-

hilated them. Were I to engage in such a work, I

would strive to enlist as my coadjutors the very best

and most renowned intellects of the time those whom
the People idolize as the perennial sources of their

delight, and reverence as their friends and instructors.

The expense would be large the attempt daring. I

will exhibit the parallel cost of my hypothetical Sheet,
which I call THE FOUNTAIN, and of the ruffianly Sheet,
which I call THE SEWER.

THE FOUNTAIN. One P
Contributors and Editor . 52

Composition, at the regular

Wages, with Corrections

and Reader .... 8

Stereotyping, for a continued
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ated, it is clear that the FOUNTAIN has no chance against

the SEWER, in the contest of mere cheapness. It must

doubk its price to pay its expenses, with a profit,
on a

sale of 40,000. The Paper Duty enters into the cost

of production to the extent of Thirty-six Pounds. Take

off that Duty ;
and the FOUNTAIN could be published at

Three-halfpence, with a small profit
on 40,000. But

even at that reduced price the circle of its readers would

be comparatively narrow. It would not reach those

who have most need of its amusement and instruction.

The penny "Jack Shepherd" novels would still "carry

it away." There is no chance for the honest Weekly

Sheet, as a powerful instrument of good, but the union of

the highest excellence with the lowest price.
It must go

for such a sale as The Penny Magazine had in its palmy

days a quarter of a million of copies. With the

Paper Duty a remunerating sale at a Penny is an

impossibility.
Without the Paper Duty success may be

achieved. One more calculation, which assumes that,

with an equal price, the FOUNTAIN will rise higher and

higher, while the SEWER will stagnate lower and lower.

THE FOUNTAIN, WITH NO PAPEB DUTY.

Fixed Cost, as before . . 70

100,000 Copies (with a

rising Sale);
200 Reams fine Paper,

361bs.at5d.perlb. 150/.

Machining . . 60/.

210

By 100,000 275. . . 280

THE SEWER, WITH NO PAPER DUTY.

Fixed Cost, as before . . 10

20,000 Copies (with a falling

sale):
40 Reams, whitey-brown,

at4d. perlb. . . . 16 (

Machining 600

By 20,000, 55 ... 32

But if the people can have the best thing as cheap as

the worst, they will cleave to the best. The SEWER

will gradually go out of circulation. With no Duty

the FOUNTAIN would be safe. It would sell 250,000

at a profit of 100/., and destroy the SEWER. With the

Paper Duty, the SEWER would reek on ; the FOUNTAIN

would cease to flow.

St. John's Wood, Feb. 4, 1850.
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